
SMART CITIES
Skylight for:

Smart cities can’t exist without smart buildings.

Get Connected Know What’s Coming Next

Designed for hotels, offices, and public venues, Skylight’s 

A.I.-backed, cloud-based platform lets users combine and 

use Place Data—information from internal occupant 

commentary, building systems, IoT sensors, financials, 

third-party apps, weather, traffic, and more—to connect 

buildings to cities, and make them truly “smart.”

A.I. and machine learning are built into Skylight. That means 

Skylight buildings can warn for potential problems, adapt to 

place conditions, like occupancy changes or an emergency 

event, and even talk with building occupants via its 

voice-based A.I., Carl. With Skylight, you know everything 

that’s happening now, so tomorrow can be made better.

info@site1001.com  |  +1 949-276-6300  |  www.site1001.com

Skylight is more than just buildings, Skylight is about possibilities. Smart cities need smart buildings, and Skylight by Site 1001 is 

the big data platform that helps buildings become “smart.”



Skylight optimizes building performance and operations through its 

AI-backed, cloud-based big data platform. Building professionals use 

Skylight to create better places through smarter building management 

and community connection. Skylight translates core building and 

operational data into information to maximize satisfaction, lower 

operational costs, increase asset longevity and enhance property value. info@site1001.com           +1 949-276-6300             site1001.com

FOR A FREE EVALUATION OF YOUR BUILDING’S HEALTH 

AND PERFORMANCE

CONTACT US

THE SKYLIGHT PLATFORM

Be Happy, Healthy, and Productive

SMART BUILDINGS.

Skylight makes it possible to share smart information between places and mix it with city transportation systems, weather data, 

event planning, smart cars, drone delivery and so much more. And with Skylight, places adapt to people, not the other way 

around. The more information Skylight gets, the smarter it becomes and your places, and the people living in them, are better for 

it. Comfortable, energy-efficient cities that make buildings and people measurably healthier? Sounds like a Skylight place.  

903 Calle Amanecer 

Suite 240

San Clemente, CA 92673

SPECIALIZED SOLUTIONS FOR SMART CITIES

A platform that connects 

and uses all of the data 

that matter in cities.

Automated alerts & 

actions for changes in 

place conditions.

Engagement with 

occupants to owners 

via voice-controlled UI.

YOU CAN’T HAVE SMART CITIES WITHOUT


